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Did I see Jeff Teague coming? No. Not at all. Like most Hawks fans, I'd only seen the backup point guard play in bits 
and pieces. To think he'd come out and drop three twenty-point games against the Bulls while taking care of the 

basketball and fuel-injecting the Atlanta offense has been a brilliant surprise, like checking a coat pocket and finding 
a forgotten hundred-dollar bill.

There have been several startling storylines in the 2011 postseason: the awakening of the Grizzlies; what appears to 
be the final fade of Shaquille O'Neal; the Lakers, Spurs and Celtics all being dismissed before the Conference Finals 

begin. But for Atlanta Hawks fans, no narrative has been as surprising as the rise of Teague.
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"I've been getting a lot of calls and texts from friends and family," Teague told me yesterday via phone after practice 
in Atlanta. "But really, I'm trying to ignore that and just keep doing what I've been doing."

Being a fan of the Atlanta Hawks is not all sweet tea and moon pies. Sure, there have been good times, like Slam 
Dunk Contest winners and otherworldly scorers and teams that briefly energized us enough to believe in them as 

something more than just genial warm-up acts for the NBA's contenders. But for the most part it's been a lot of 
swallowing a disappointing truth: The Hawks just haven't been good enough. It's important that this history is known 

and understood, because when decades of struggle are held against the recent emergence of something as trivial as 
a back-up point guard, the past makes the present seem more alluring than it otherwise might. 

The Hawks landed in Atlanta in 1968. Since then, the Hawks have never even reached the conference finals. 
Modern Hawks history really begins in 2004, when the franchise announced it was going to rebuild from the ground 

up. They brought in Mike Woodson and drafted Josh Smith and promptly went 13-69. They traded for Joe Johnson 
and won 26 the next season. A year later they climbed to 30 wins, then added Al Horford and Mike Bibby, won 37 

and made the playoffs. A year after that, 47 wins and a second round visit. Before the 2009-10 season they added 
Jamal Crawford, then notched 53 wins and another second round playoff exit. It felt like we were inching toward 

something: possibly greatness, but if not, then at the least, respectability.

The Hawks finished this season with 44 wins, the first backslide since 2004. We weren't in the basement or the 

penthouse. Instead, we were stuck in some sort of purgatory, a record skipping into infinity, a franchise forever 
destined to win enough games not to look dire while simultaneously losing enough games never to be considered 

distinguished. 

Which was pretty much exactly when this whole Jeff Teague situation happened. 

"Tough" is the word Jeff Teague uses to describe the majority of his first two seasons in the NBA. Teague played in 

141 games and averaged a shade below 12 minutes per might, generating 4.2 points per game and 2 assists per 
game. "Sitting and waiting, not having the opportunity..." Teague's voice trailed off. "As a young player, from high 

school to college, I was just used to having the ball in my hands and being on the floor the whole game."

The Hawks drafted Teague out of Wake Forest with the 19th pick of the 2009 Draft. He was originally imported to 

provide backcourt depth, but earned only sporadic playing time, usually when someone else was injured. Without a 
player able to penetrate and push tempo, the Hawks' offense frequently devolved into a static zero-sum game 

dubbed "Iso Joe," in which Joe Johnson would dribble in place until the shot clock ran down and then attempt a 
contested jumper. 

The Hawks began the playoffs against division rival Orlando. Teague played in just two games for a total of less than 
nine minutes. Then in the game six, which clinched the series, Kirk Hinrich strained his hamstring and had to be 

carried from the court. With Derrick Rose and the Bulls waiting, even coach Larry Drew seemed unsure about his 
alternatives, saying he would be "going on feel." 

Teague got the start in game one, and out of nowhere, he played 44 minutes, had 10 points, 5 assists and 1 turnover 
in the Hawks' win. The Bulls bounced back and won game two, but Teague had 21 points and no turnovers in 40 

minutes. Over the first five games of the Bulls/Hawks series, Teague has averaged 13 points and 5 assists per game 
while averaging about 42 minutes.

What Teague has brought to the Hawks has mostly been consistent attacking, stirring an occasionally stagnant 
offense. The last time the Hawks had a point guard as adept at getting to the rim was probably Mookie Blaylock back 

in the '90s. And Teague is not only able to wriggle into the paint and get off a variety of floaters and layups, he 
seems to delight in doing so. Through seven playoff appearances, Teague has taken 64 shots, and 43 of them have 
been in the paint. He's supplemented this with a gaudy 4.2:1 assist-to-turnover ratio.

Despite spraining his ankle at the end of game one, Rose has averaged 32 points and 9 assists during the series. 
"I've tried to contain him, stay in front of him," Teague said. "Which is almost impossible. You just do the best you 

can."

"The first time I played against [Rose] was in 8th grade in AAU. He was still the best on the floor in 8th grade, still 

played point back then. Believe it or not, he shot a lot more threes when he was younger. He was still explosive, still 
fast, could still jump higher than everyone else. Back then I was 5-6, a buck-twenty. So my body has changed a lot. 

But I always tried to use my speed and quickness."
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Weaving between giants, with his lazy Mohawk and wide smile, Teague often looks like a kid who snuck into the 
arena. He may not ultimately be enough to counter-act Rose, and the Hawks might not have enough combined 

firepower to crack Chicago's rock-solid defense. But at this point, we've seen enough to know we have something 
special in Jeff Teague. Win or lose, Teague has given starving Hawks fans hope. And for a fanbase desperate to feel 

anything, we'll take whatever we can get, wherever it comes from.

Even if it was right under our noses all along.

—Lang Whitaker

Whitaker, editor-at-large of SLAM Magazine, is the author of In The Time Of Bobby Cox: The Atlanta Braves, Their 

Manager, My Couch, Two Decades and Me. He lives in New York City. 
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